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Abstract
Co-located sensors are becoming standard in animal movement ecology, yet measurements they produce are often underused due to the
lack of methods that would allow these measurements to be integrated with locational information. In this paper we propose an algorithm
for 4D data fusion of co-located GPS and magnetometer data. Magnetometers measure the Earth’s magnetic field, which has been shown to
be one of the cues that long-distance migratory birds use for navigation. A magnetometer on a tracking tag collects data in a coordinate
frame that is fixed to the body of the bird, but constantly changes orientation with the movement of the bird. Locational information on the
same tag is however typically collected in an Earth-based coordinate frame. Using the information from both GPS and magnetometer we
propose an algorithm for 4D transformation of magnetic measurements into the Earth-based frame, so that they can be used for analysis of
behavioural movement responses to local magnetic conditions.
Keywords: Movement analytics, 4D, GPS, magnetometer, data fusion.
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Introduction

Recent technological developments and miniaturisation of
tracking devices have brought unprecedented possibilities for
animal movement studies. Movement ecology suddenly finds
itself in a big data situation where the new sensors allow more
and more animal species to be tracked and data to be collected
not only on position, but also on the characteristics of the
environment at each moment in time. This opens a large
potential for contextualising movement analytics and
investigating animal responses to the particular environmental
conditions, which is one of the fundamental questions in
movement ecology. However, methods for analysing these
new complex data are struggling to keep up with data
acquisition innovations. This is particularly the case for new
sensors that produce new complex types of data, one of which
are magnetometers, which measure the Earth’s magnetic field.
Tri-axial magnetometers are becoming standard on animal
tracking tags. The measurements they produce are time series
of the Earth’s magnetic field vector, decomposed into three
coordinate axes of a coordinate system that is fixed onto the
body of the animal. That is, the three axes point into the
direction of the head of the animal, across its shoulders and
perpendicular to the shoulders. This configuration is excellent
for posture analysis, and, often combined with
accelerometery, allows ecologists to distinguish between
specific posture-related movement behaviours (Williams et
al., 2018).
However, precisely because the magnetic measurements are
linked to the body-based coordinate system that constantly
changes its position and orientation in the 3D physical space,
they cannot be in their raw form used for identification of
animal’s responses to the changes in strength and direction of
the Earth’s magnetic field, something that is very important
for study of migratory birds.

Migratory birds make journeys that cross oceans, deserts
and mountain ranges, navigating between their specific
breeding and wintering areas. The ability that they use for this
and which we still don’t understand fully is the migratory true
navigation: the ability to navigate to a specific breeding or
wintering area far away and in an unfamiliar location using
only cues detected locally (Holland, 2014). A number of
strategies have been proposed for true navigation, using
different types of compasses (a Sun, stars, polarised light and
magnetic compass), olfactory cues, natural infrasound (such
as the sound of waves crashing on the shore) and visual cues
(Wikelski et al., 2015, Åkesson and Bianco, 2016). In this
paper we focus on geomagnetic navigation, that is, navigation
that uses the information from the Earth’s magnetic field as
the primary cue.
Bird tracking studies that investigate geomagnetic
navigation typically use tags with several co-located sensors,
each of which collects data at different temporal schedules
and sampling rates. This poses a problem for analysis, since
data from different sensors are not temporally synchronised.
Fusing these data is therefore a necessary first step.
An additional complication is that long-distance migration
is one of the movement types that is distinctly threedimensional. Unlike when staying at breeding or wintering
sites, birds soar to high elevations to make use of different
conditions in different layers of the atmosphere (Treep et al.,
2016). This means that any location data collected during
migration need to include elevation.
Further, the coordinate frame of these 3D locational
measurements is Earth-based, either consisting of geographic
coordinates (latitude, longitude, elevation) or projected
coordinates using a particular projection. In contrast to the
body-based coordinate system that magnetometers use, this
system does not change with the movement of the bird. This
introduces an additional problem to integration of data from
different sensors: not only are they collected asynchronously,
but also in different coordinate systems, one of which
constantly changes with the movement of the bird. While
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p
exist in
i for example UAV
solutions foor this type of problem
navigation, in movement ecology there is a lack of data ffusion
methods forr complex 4D data
d (Demšar an
nd Long, 2019)..
In this paaper we proposse an algorithm
m for data fusiion of
locational annd magnetomeeter data as a fiirst necessary sstep to
support daata-driven inveestigations of geomagnetic bird
navigation. We address thhe problem of non-synchronic
n
city of
m
seensors
data collectiion by co-locatted GPS and magnetometer
and take iinspiration in spacecraft an
nd aircraft atttitude
determinatioon to solve this problem.
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2.1

Meth
hods
Earrth’s magnetic field and biird navigation
n

Earth’s maggnetic field is a constantly flucctuating combinnation
of the core field generatedd by the dynam
mo mechanism of the
outer liquid core of the Earrth, the lithosph
heric field creatted by
t Earth’s crusst and
the magnetiic properties off the rocks in the
the externall effects causedd by interactions with the Sun ’s and
interplanetarry magnetic fields (Campbell, 2003). Fieldd lines
connect the two magnetic poles, which are
a at an offsett from
the geograpphic poles (Fiigure 1a). The field is typpically
measured inn an Earth-bassed coordinate system, wherre the
magnetic fieeld vector B is decomposed along the Northh-EastDown axess (NED, this is an unusuaal configuratioon for
geographerss, but is neccessary to creeate a right-hhanded
observation system). The length
l
of the vector
v
B is calleed the
a
between B and its horizzontal
intensity off the field, the angle
component H is called thee inclination I or
o sometimes thhe dip
angle and thhe angle betweeen H and the geographic noorth is
called the deeclination D.
Figure 1: a) Earth’s magneetic field. b) Maagnetic field vecctor B
at a particullar location on the
t surface of th
he Earth is meaasured
in the Eaarth-based NED
D (North/East/D
Down) coordinaate
system. H is the horizonttal component of
o B, parallel too the
Earth’s surrface. I is the innclination and D is the declinattion.

Migratory birds have
h
been show
wn to be able to
t sense both
the in
nclination and the intensity off the field (Holland, 2014).
Theree is however no
n consensus hhow exactly th
hey use these
valuees for their long
g-distance naviggation.

2.2

Animal
movement
magnetom
metry

data:

GPS
G

and

Track
king tags for migratory
m
birds are deployed for
f long-term
perio
ods (over severaal years), whichh means that saampling rates
of different
d
senso
ors vary, deppending on the type of
obserrvation and batttery life. A typpical set-up is that
t
the GPS
senso
or collects info
ormation at a ssparser sampling rate (e.g.
every
y 30 min) than the
t magnetomeeter (e.g. every 10 min). The
magn
netometer also collects the innformation in short bursts,
and at
a each burst crreates a time seeries of measurrements of B
in eaach of the threee body-based ddirections, for example
e
5-10
meassurements, one per second. Inn this paper wee assume that
we on
nly have one measurement
m
of B at each burstt and call that
Braw, which is a reprresentation of th
the Earth’s mag
gnetic field in
the body-based
b
systtem of the birdd at a particulaar moment in
time (Figure 2). Braw can be caalculated by av
veraging the
valuees across the bu
urst time series.
Wee further assum
me that the GPSS location is observed
o
in a
fixed
d Earth-based NED
N
system. T
To simplify calcculations, we
assum
me that this is a projected cooordinate system
m, where the
elevaation axis is rev
versed to pointt downwards. We
W introduce
this convention
c
to be
b able to validaate our method in the future
measurements (e.g. from
with external magnetic field m
terresstrial networks or satellite obsservations), thatt come in the
NED
D frame.
The problem that we are trying tto solve is how to transform
Braw from the body
y-based coordinnate system intto the Earthbased
d NED system at a particular location in spaace and time.
The goal is to be ab
ble to calculatee the two speciific magnetic
propeerties (intensity
y and inclinationn), which are crrucial for any
analy
ysis of bird naviigation strategiees.

2.3

Calculating BNED: rottating the body-based
b
system into
o the Earth-bbased system

To be
b able to calcu
ulate the transfformation betw
ween the two
coord
dinate system
ms, we adoppt ideas fro
om attitude
deterrmination, whicch is the calculaation of the oriientation of a
body
y with respect to a fixed coorddinate system (Markley
(
and
Crasssidis, 2014). For this, we loook at the orien
ntation of the
bird as derived from
m GPS data annd calculate th
he navigation
anglees (yaw, pitch and roll) whichh define the traansformation
from the fixed fram
me into the boody-based fram
me. To derive
BNEDD we then reversse-rotate Braw inn the opposite direction.
d
Wee assume that the body-positioon of the bird between two
GPS positions roug
ghly correspondds to a linear line between
the tw
wo 3D points. This
T is not an uunreasonable asssumption for
long--distance migraatory flight: durring these flightts birds often
fly very
v
fast and follow a relativeely direct line (Åkesson and
Biancco, 106).
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Figgure 2: Acquisittion of GPS and
d magnetometryy data. GPS tag
g collects 3D loccations at pointts Pi at regular time
t
intervals.
Coorrdinates of thesee points are giv
ven in a fixed Eaarth-based x,y,zz system, wheree we followed tthe convention of magnetism
and thhese correspondd to North, Eastt and Down resspectively. Mag
gnetometer on th
he tag is not synnchronised with
h the GPS and
colllects data at diffferent times, resulting in magnnetic points Mj. At each of these points the loocal magnetic fiield vector B
(show
wn in green) is measured in the dynamic coorrdinate system (shown in grey), which is fixeed to the body of
o the bird and
coonsists of the yaaw, pitch and ro
oll axes. The cooordinates of B in this system are
a given as thee Braw vector. Th
he size and
ddirection of thee magnetic field
d B also vary wiith location (e.g
g. between M4 and
a M5), addingg additional com
mplexity.

Figuure 3: a) Derivaation of the nav
vigation angles α (yaw) and β (pitch)
(
from thee position of two
wo consecutive GPS
G points Pi
(xi,yi,zzi,ti) and Pi+1 (xxi+1, yi+1, zi+1, ti+11). The velocityy vector vi pointts in the directio
on of travel andd is rotated for angle
a
α on the
horizzontal plane andd angle β on thee vertical planee. b) The third navigation
n
anglee γ (roll) is not sshown, but is calculated by
separrating the acceleeration vector into the tangenttial (et) and norm
mal (en) compo
onents of velocitity on the osculaating plane –
thee plane that locaally contains thee trajectory. Thhe tangent (et) iss the current dirrection of veloccity; the normall (en) is the
perpenndicular direction into which the velocity is cchanging (e.g. direction
d
from vi to vi+1); the biinormal (eb) points out of the
oscullating plane andd is not relevantt, but is includeed for clarity.
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Given the two consecutiive GPS pointts Pi (xi,yi,zi,ti ) and
Pi+1(xi+1, yi++1, zi+1, ti+1), we can calculatee the yaw α annd the
pitch β (Figuure 3a) using thhe following equations:
i 1

i

i 1

i

i 1

i

i,

i 1

arctaan
arcsin
n

(1)

Figurre 4: The definiition of the roll angle γ. The vi points out of
thee page on this figure. The lift ac
acceleration l is the normal
accelleration ain minus the gravitatiional acceleratio
on gn. Vector
p is the
t reference veector on the horrizontal plane and
a is used to
defi
fine the roll anglle γ, which is thhe complementaary angle to
angle
a
betweenn l and p.

(2)

where d(P
Pi,Pi+1) is the 3D
D distance betw
ween the two po ints:
i,

i 1

i 1

i

i 1

i

i 1

i

(3)

To calculaate the roll γ we
w use velocity vectors vi and v i+1 at
two conseccutive GPS positions, for wh
hich we need three
consecutive locations Pi, Pi+1 and Pi+2 (Fig
gure 3b):
j

j 1
j 1

j
j

,

,

1

(4)

Then, the roll γ iss the complemeentary angle off the angle δ,
which is the angle between l and p.. δ and γ are giv
ven as:
arcsin

From this,, we can calculaate acceleration
n ai as:
i 1

i

i

i 1

i

(5)

In attitudde determinationn, acceleration is separated intto two
vectors that define the oscculating plane, that
t
is the planne that
locally conttains the trajecttory (Figure 3b
b) and is definned by
the tangentiaal and normal directions
d
of vi. This gives us:
i

it

(6)

in

a normal dire
rection
where t aand n denote thhe tangential and
(i.e. directioons of vectors et and en in Figure
F
3b). Theey are
calculated aas per this:
i ∙

it

i

i

| i|2
in

i

n

-

R

R

(9)

(13)

sin
1
0
0

0
0 ,
1

0
0
1
0

0

sin
0
cos

0
cos
sin

,

(14)

0
sin
cos

.

nally:
Fin
(10)

t

NED

n

(11)

We can deefine the horizoontal reference vector p as a vvector
product of thhe normal compponent of g and
d vi (Figure 4):
n

siin
coos
0

(7)

mination (Kornffeld et al., 19988), the
In aircraftt attitude determ
normal com
mponent of the acceleration is equal to the suum of
the lift acceeleration vectoor l and the no
ormal componeent of
gravity gn (F
Figure 4):
in

cos
sin

R

(6)

i

| i|2

∙
| |∙| |

he Earth-based system into thee body-based
The rotation of th
α,β,γ) in this
systeem is then giveen by the rotattion matrix R(α
orderr, that is, we first rotate for anggle α around z axis, then for
β aro
ound y axis and
d then around γ around x axis. R(α,β,γ) is a
produ
uct of three rottation matrices,, one for each angle, in the
oppo
osite order, to
o account forr the order of
o rotations:
R(α,β
β,γ)=R(γ) · R(β)) · R(α). For thee inverse rotatio
on, that is, to
obtaiin BNED from Braw, we need tto switch the order
o
and the
direcction of rotation
n. We therefore rotate with the matrix
R(-γ,-β,-α)= R(-α) · R(-β) · R(-γ), w
where:

n g = (0,0,g0), w
where
Similarly, the gravitationnal acceleration
me directions:
g0 = 9.81 m//s2, can be sepaarated in the sam
t

arccos

cos
it

i-

∙

∙
,
| |∙| |

i

(12)

2.4

∙

Creating the
algorithm

∙

magnnetic

∙

raw

trajectory:

(15)

the

We can
c use the deriivation from thhe previous secttion to create
a sem
mantically anno
otated magnetic
ic trajectory wh
here the two
magn
netic propertiess that the birdss can sense (incclination and
inten
nsity) are calculated for each loocation. We do this for each
timesstamp in magnetic data Mj (FFigure 3b) and
d perform the
follow
wing calculatio
ons at each Mj:
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Step 1: Identify the Pi, Pi+1 and Pi+2 GPS points, such that
point Mj is time-wise located between Pi and Pi+1.
Step 2: Interpolate the location of the Mj point. As this is
long-distance migration flight, we assume a direct straight
flight between Pi and Pi+1 and linearly interpolate through
time to find the location of Mj on the line between Pi and Pi+1.
We note that other interpolations are possible for other types
of movement (Long, 2015).
Step 3: Calculate BNED from Braw at Mj (equations 1-15).
Step 4: Calculate the intensity BI and the inclination I from
BNED at Mj (Figure 1b):
I

NEDN 2

arcsin

NEDE 2

NEDD 2

NEDD

,
(16)

I

The result is a semantically annotated trajectory which can be
used as input into data mining (Brum Bastos et al., 2018) to
investigate behavioural responses to magnetic conditions.
The algorithm is currently being implemented. Here we
present the first results on simulated data: we created a GPS
trajectory with simulated locations in 3D which were
collected every 30 min at 1Hz in bursts lasting 2 minutes – the
top panel in Figure 5a shows a time series of elevation in
these simulated GPS data. We also generated simulated
magnetic data with a 5s burst every 10 min in each of the
three body-based directions (x,y,z), as shown in the bottom
three panels in Figure 5a. Times of magnetic bursts did not
coincide with times of GPS bursts and there was no locational
information linked to the magnetic data. This is a fairly typical
scenario in bird tracking, where GPS and magnetic tags are
not interconnected and each is set on its own temporal data
collection schedule. We then ran our algorithm to create a new
magnetic trajectory consisting of interpolated 3D locations
between GPS points that corresponded to times in magnetic
data and where we calculated the intensity and inclination of
the field. Figure 5b shows this trajectory, where colour on the
magnetic trajectory indicates the magnetic intensity at each
point. GPS bursts are shown in light green.

3

Conclusions and discussion

In this paper we introduced an algorithm for 4D data fusion of
GPS and magnetometer data for bird movement analysis as
work in progress. The mathematical concepts presented here
are currently being implemented as an R package and will be
made openly available. The algorithm will be tested on
simulated data as well as on real data from wild migrants – we
will focus on migrants to high latitudes where variability in
magnetic field is the largest across short spatial and temporal
scales. We will also evaluate the method against different
sampling rates of GPS points – the further apart are these, the
coarser the information on the attitude and orientation of
migrating birds. An evaluation study with different sampling
rates may lead to a recommendation to what is the optimum
rate for GPS and magnetic data fusion, which the ecologists
can then weigh against other factors, such as battery life.

With the introduction of a myriad new sensors, movement
ecology is rapidly moving towards a new paradigm, where we
can “see” the environment through the eyes and senses of the
animals that humans do not possess. This “animals as sensors”
concept has been successfully introduced in marine tracking,
for example, elephant seals migrating around Antarctica and
carrying oceanographic sensors act as moving platforms for
collection of oceanographic data, which is crucial in the
development of contemporary climate change models
(Charrassin et al., 2008). Migrating birds have been used as
meteorological observers of wind conditions over remove
areas, such as the open ocean (Treep et al. 2016). However,
magnetic bird-based measurements have not been considered
in the same way. While the main goal of our work is to
understand the mechanisms of the geomagnetic bird
navigation, in the light of the poorly understood accelerated
changes of the magnetic field (Witze, 2019), real-time
magnetic bird data could also be used to improve our
understanding of the dynamics of the Earth’s magnetic field.
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m
bursts colleected each secoond for 5s at eveery 10 min. Pannel b) shows ho
ow GPS and magnetic data are fused by creatiing a new
magnetic trajectory, whiich is coloured with
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Burst of GPS
S points sampleed every 30 min
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